Design Guidelines
Adopted May 12, 2008

04.2

for The Downtown & Riverfront

In the continuing development of Mount Holly, the most
important initiative outlined in the Small Area Plan should be to
strengthen the connection between the city’s downtown to the
Catawba River and Dutchman’s Creek. Whether in the greening
of the Hwy 27 bridge, the improvement of the landscape buffer
along the railroad tracks, the construction of new sidewalks and
streets, or in the architectural control of new buildings located
within the boundaries of the new Downtown and Riverfront
Small Area Plan, it should be recognized that the quality of the
development in these areas will influence the character of the
entire city because this is quite simply, its heart.
In addition, the edges of the Catawba River and Dutchmans
Creek must be preserved and maintained to ecologically and
environmentally function. Strategic access points and visual
connections to the water should be part of future development.

Goals and Objectives

The intent of the Mount Holly Downtown and Riverfront Design
Guidelines are to provide a baseline for quality as growth
occurs.
The specific objectives for the Downtown and Riverfront
Design Guidelines are:
• to establish a clear definition of urban design standards that
informs property owners, developers, builders and decisionmakers;
• to serve as a tool for planners, designers and City Officials to
use and incorporate into their plans to achieve and support the
City’s design objectives; and
• to act as a basis for a uniform and consistent review of
development and redevelopment proposals by the City
Council.
Because our goals are to increase economic value, the
community image, and the quality of life in Mount Holly, we
want:
• new neighborhoods to be well designed and sought after
places to live, work and play;
• new development to connect the downtown to the riverfront;
and
• to communicate the community’s high expectations for new
development in Mount Holly.

Key Point #1
Preserve and expand the architectural character of Mount Holly’s downtown.
Key Point #2
Create a greener, pedestrian friendly gateway into Mount Holly
Key Point #3
Strengthen the connection between downtown Mount Holly to the Catawba River and
Dutchman’s Creek.
Key Point #4
Expand and improve the city’s “Woods and
Waters District” as a visual, recreational, environmental and economic asset.
Because we value our history, we want:
• to preserve the small town character of Mount Holly,
• new development to complement what is already here in Mount
Holly,
• new development to better define the edges of the East
Charlotte Avenue and East Central Avenue corridor.
Because we value our environment and especially our rivers
and creeks, we want:
• these natural places preserved for public use,
• physical and visual connections to these areas
• our streams and creeks protected;
• the reduction of polluting runoff;
• the preservation of mature trees; and,
• energy conservation.
Because we value neighborliness, we want:
• great streets and gathering spaces, where the pedestrian is
prioritized;
• connections between adjoining developments; and
• connections made to gathering places.

Mount Holly Community Planning 2006-2008, a collaborative effort of
City Planning Staff, a Citizen Advisory Team, the public in Mount Holly and consultants from
The Charlotte Community Design Studio, the UNC Charlotte Urban Institute, and Warren Associates
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key Point #1

Preserve and expand the architectural
character of Mount Holly’s downtown.
To maintain the unique character of Mount Holly, buildings
should not be branded using an architectural style of a
company. Franchise architecture (building design that
is trademarked or identified with a particular chain or
corporation and is generic in nature) is not allowed.
Franchises or national chains must follow these standards
to create a unique building that is compatible with Mount
Holly, blends in with the existing environment and is
sensitive to its surroundings.

Architectural Guidelines

All new commercial and retail structures shall:
• not have new structures that are branded using an architectural
style of a company;
• have the primary façade (facing the primary street) located at
the back edge street easement constructed with 65% glass
on the ground floor (glazing and doors) with internal activities
visible from the street;
• have sill heights not exceed 30” from finished sidewalk;

• not use building wall and foundation materials of exposed or
unfinished cmu (concrete masonry units);
• use windowsills and doorjambs constructed of wood or metal
(painted).;
• not have garage doors that are visible from the street;
• have upper floors constructed with 35% glass (glazing and
doors) on primary street façade;
• have roofs constructed with a cornice and parapet wall or be
pitched 8:1 to 12:1; and
• not use the following materials on the front or side facades:
vinyl or aluminum siding, rough sawn lumber, synthetic stucco
systems (EIFS), OSB (particle board).
All new residential structures shall:
• have occupiable front porches that are at least 16 square feet
in size;
• be built with crawl spaces of at least 24 inches in height as
measured on the front elevation, not as slabs on grade;
• use the following approved materials for front and side facades:
brick, stone, stucco, wood hardiplank, or wood shingles;
• have front doors located on a raised foundation and on a public
street;

Downtown Mount Holly with appropriate scale, mass, materials,
roof lines, transparency and street presence.
National retail stores can implement adaptive designs and contribute
to the character of the community.

Mixed-use project that clearly defines the street edge.

Commercial project along the back edge of sidewalk that clearly
defines the street edge.
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All new residential structures shall:
• not use building wall and foundation materials of exposed or
unfinished cmu (concrete masonry units);
• have parking located beside or behind the buildings;
• not have garage doors that are visible from the street;
• have windowsills and doorjambs that are wood (painted). Porch
rails shall be wood (painted) or metal (painted);
• not use the following materials on the front or side facades:
vinyl or aluminum siding, rough sawn lumber, synthetic stucco
systems (EIFS), OSB (particle board);
• have roofs constructed with asphalt shingle, cedar shingle or
standing steel seam with 8:1 to 12:1 pitch; and
• use operable and double hung windows.
Note:
All new mixed-use developments shall follow Architectural
Guidelines in Key Point 2.

Street Guidelines

In Mount Holly the roads, rails and trails create a large
portion of its community identity. These Design Guidelines
recommend a distinct integration between residential
areas, commercial corridors, town centers and the regional
connectors. Existing and proposed street networks should
provide sound structure for The Downtown and Riverfront
Small Area Plan to develop and grow.

All new “Proposed Network” streets shown on the Downtown
and Riverfront Small Area Master Plan shall:
• have a minimum of six foot wide sidewalks on both sides of
the street;
• have a minimum of six foot wide planted strip between the
sidewalk and the road on both sides of the street;
• have street trees of at least a 3” caliper planted every 40’ on
center in the planted strip on both sides of the street; Preferred
tree species are those recommended by The Urban Forestry
Administration’s Recommended Street Tree List available at
http://trees.ddot.dc.gov;
• have low level decorative street lighting located at a minimum
of every 200’;
• have maximum curb to curb widths of 28’; 10’-6” travel lane
per direction, 4’ bicycle lane, and an additional 18 inch curb
and gutter on each edge for a max street width of 28 feet (See
Proposed Neighborhood Street Section);
• have stand-up curbs and gutters where driveways are not
present;
• have only one curb cut per parcel (max. width of cut not to
exceed 24’)
• have maximum driveway widths of 12’ within 20’ feet of the
street, if driveways are present;
• hold all buildings to a similar set back distance throughout the
subdivision to ensure consistency. From back of curb maintain
4 feet utility easement, 6 feet planting strip, 6 feet side walk,
9 feet (min) to 20 feet (max) building set back (See Proposed
Neighborhood Street Section).
• (for residential areas) have no garage doors or carport
entrances facing the street unless:
a. the home is located on a corner lot, in which case the
garage door or carport entrance should be located on the
side not the front face of the home, and
b. the garage or carport is located behind or even with the
rear façade of the building;
Notes:
1) Recommend all new infill developments to improve existing
street network with above conditions as appropriate.
2) All signage should follow Signage Guidelines in Key Point 4.

Residential project with occupiable front porch, built above crawl
space and no garage doors facing the street.

A great street with appropriate traffic signals, street lights, street
trees and accent paving on the sidewalks.
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Design Guidelines

for The Downtown & Riverfront
key Point #2

Create a greener, pedestrian friendly gateway
into Mount Holly.

• Add turf along railway as necessary and maintain as continuous
grass fields.
• Add street trees along adjacent street edges of railway.
• Three inch caliber street trees shall be planted 25’ on center (Select
species from The Urban Forestry Administration’s Recommended
Street Tree List available at http://trees.ddot.dc.gov)
• Street trees shall be planted and maintained to enhance pedestrian
experience and not impede vehicular views to storefronts.
• Views to Dutchmans Creek are encouraged by select cutting to
promote view sheds.
• Increase transparency along the railings to improve views to the
river.
• Increase visual interest with objects such as decorative street
lamps, and accented surfaces of brick or stone.
• Increase safety through greater vehicular separation from bicycles
and pedestrians; widen sidewalks
• Improve landing areas with plantings, pedestrian and bicycle
amenities.
• Soften with plantings to introduce the “Woods and Waters District.”

East Charlotte Avenue (NC 27) is a gateway into downtown
Mount Holly. The highway, bridge, rail overpass and the
river are the elements in the gateway. These elements are
joined, via a gentle, upward sloping topographic profile toward
the downtown core. However, the edges of the Highway 27
gateway are underdeveloped. The edges should be better
defined by building mass, bridge railing, signage and street
trees.
Mixed-Use development should be encouraged along the
edges of East Charlotte Avenue (NC 27) and East Central
Avenue. The traditional mixed-use style of storefront base and
office/residential above should be encouraged along these
two streets. The storefronts should be pushed up to the edge
of the right away with 10’ wide sidewalks. These mixed-use
developments have a more utility and delivery requirements
and should have alleys that serve them. On street parking
should be encouraged along East Central Avenue. Additional
parking should be located behind and shared parking solutions
should be encouraged.
In addition, South Main Street is a gateway into downtown
Mount Holly. The edges of this street should have recognizable
pattern of street trees and an accompanying landscape
easement to announce downtown Mount Holly.

Gateway and Landscape Guidelines

Recommended improvements for, the NC 27 bridge, the railway
corridor and new projects along East Charlotte Avenue (NC 27),
East Central Avenue and South Main Street shall adhere to the
following landscape provisions.

Bridge with characteristics that define its edges -- sidewalks with pavers,
decorative lamps and transparent railings.
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Railway
Corridor

10’
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Strip
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Sidewalk

30’- 0”
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11’- 0”
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Turning
Lane
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Lane

11’- 0”
Travel
Lane
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Design Guidelines

for The Downtown & Riverfront
Architectural Guidelines

on primary street façade;
• have roofs constructed with a cornice and parapet wall or be pitched
8:1 to 12:1.
• not use the following materials on the front or side facades: vinyl
or aluminum siding, rough sawn lumber, synthetic stucco systems
(EIFS), OSB (particle board);
• have pitched roofs or parapet walls that match primary structure.
Lighting for vehicular canopies shall maintain “Dark Skies” standards
available at www.darkskyinitiative.org;
• limit vehicular canopies over gas pumps to 250 sq ft per
dispenser;
• not use reflective materials or surfaces; and
• have a maximum vertical dimension not to exceed area of nine
inches and a maximum horizontal dimension not to exceed the
length of the longest elevation with backlit awnings.

All new commercial projects along East Charlotte Avenue (NC
27) and East Central Avenue shall:
• not have new structures that are branded using an architectural
style of a company;
• have the primary façade (facing the primary street) located at the
back edge highway easement and constructed with 65% glass
(glazing and doors) with internal activities visible from the street;
• have sill heights not exceed 30” from finished sidewalk;
• not use building wall and foundation materials of exposed or
unfinished cmu (concrete masonry units);
• use windowsills and doorjambs constructed of wood or metal
(painted).
• provide parking behind or beside the building (partial screening
must be provided when parking is beside the building to ensure
street edge continuity.
• not have garage doors that are visible from the street;
• have upper floors constructed with 35% glass (glazing and doors)

All new mixed-use structures along East Charlotte Avenue (NC
27) and East Central Avenue shall:
• follow storefront guidelines for commercial, retail or office at ground
level;
• follow residential guidelines for residential units above; (See Key
Point 3)
• provide facades and roof lines that respond to context and dominant
use with the exception for culturally or historically significant
features.

Mixed-use project with building along the back edge of sidewalk and
appropriate sill height.

Mount Holly
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key Point #3

Strengthen
the
connection between
downtown Mount Holly to the Catawba River
and Dutchman’s Creek.
To develop a unique place with unique set of experiences,
Mount Holly should physically connect the Catawba
River and Dutchmans Creek with the downtown core by
providing physical and visual connections to the water.
The existing boat launch and access point should serve
as a primary focal point for a connection to the river. The
pressures of impending residential development on the
eastern shore of the Catawba River will create more value
and more demand for this access point. Recommended
development of this area includes an improved vehicular
connection and a “Welcome to Mount Holly” gateway
sign on or about the north-south rail overpass. Other
improvements to the overpass abutment structures
include painting the façade and planting of appropriate
vegetation. Trees and shrubs play an important role
in creating a welcoming atmosphere; the planting of
appropriate plant material is encouraged in and around
this entire area.

connected by a street hierarchy that establishes NC
27 as the primary collector. This area should also
incorporate the neighborhood street and alley pattern to
facilitate deliveries, utilities and off-street parking. There
should be at least one street connection to the Catawba
River. In addition, visual connections should be created
to Dutchmans Creek.
Notes:
1) All new development shall follow Gateway, landscape and
Architectural Guidelines in Key Point 2.
2) All new development shall follow Woods and Waters
Guidelines in Key Point 4.

To promote a unique place Mount Holly must connect
downtown and the riverfront areas physically with
building facades, streets, alleys, sidewalks and
greenways. Mount Holly must create a street network
that not only provides alternate diverse uses, but also
creates a rhythm, or recognizable pattern, block to block.
Specifically the neighborhood between Dutchmans
Creek, NC 27 and the Catawba River must be physically
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6’ Sidewalk
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10’- 6”
Travel
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Bridge with surface treatment upgrade and transparent edges
above that promotes pedestrian connection and a safe gathering
node underneath.
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0
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key Point #4

Expand and improve the city’s “Woods and
Waters District” as a visual, recreational,
environmental and economic asset.
The Catawba River and Dutchmans Creek are both vital
community assets. These areas along with their respective
setbacks, provide opportunities to not only join downtown
and the river, but also be a part of the larger network
of trails and greenways planned throughout the region
called The Carolinas Thread Trail. Moreover, in years
to come portions of the Clariant Industries complex may
become available. Waterfront land is a valuable asset for
Mount Holly. The City should work to control, obtain and
preserve any and all pieces of waterfront land identified
as The Woods and Waters District in the Downtown and
Riverfront Small Area Master Plan. Much of the Woods and
Waters District is located in critical watershed areas and
open space requirements for future development should
guide how these areas look and perform. In addition, all
future industry should be encouraged to locate near the
Brookshire Freeway or Interstate 85.

unified palette of materials, colors and fonts so visitors and residents recognize the system at a glance.

Woods and Waters Guidelines

In addition, The Downtown and Riverfront areas need
a recognizable wayfinding system that helps residents
and visitors alike easily find the important destinations in
Mount Holly. A wayfinding system would also provides an
opportunity to begin a Mount Holly branding program.

All new projects shall include landscape setback provisions.
The provisions shall:
• set aside a 100 foot undisturbed buffer along both sides of
all creeks, rivers or wetlands. This set aside will only count
towards the city’s open space requirement if a trail (per the
city’s standards) is built within the buffer. The developer will
be credited for one acre of open space for every 200 linear
feet of trail;
• if the property to be developed is located in an area where
the city has planned a greenway, build that greenway as a
requirement for development and will count towards the
petitioner’s open space allotment;
• if the property is adjacent to an existing greenway, develop
the new property connecting to the existing and abutting trail
system.
• require all neighborhoods to be interconnected via a trail
network that corresponds with state, county or city trail plans.
• Trails shall be maintained by HOA or dedicated to the City.

Wayfinding General Description

Signage Guidelines

Wayfinding signs are a systematic network of directional signs
installed and maintained by The City of Mount Holly to guide the
traveling public to major civic, cultural, visitor, and recreational
destinations within a specified region with the minimum number
of signs. The goal of a Wayfinding System should be to take
advantage of local geographical areas (downtown district and
riverfront) and place turn by turn trailblazing signs to specific, individual locations. With this process, Mount Holly’s most prominent features and assets would be called out and promoted. The
wayfinding system should be a cohesive family of signs with a

All new projects with Signage shall adhere to the following
provisions.
• Off-premise signage is not allowed unless it is erected by the
city.
• Freestanding signs may not exceed 36 square feet or exceed
6’ in height (See Proposed Sign Elevation in Key Point 1).
• Façade mounted signs may not exceed 36 square feet or be
located on more than one wall. All signs are to be mounted 18”
below the first floor ceiling line (See Proposed Sign Section in
Key Point 1).
• Freestanding neon and variable message reader board types
signs are not allowed.
• Signage shall be incorporated into the architecture.
• Reflective materials are permitted only for NC DOT and
MUTCD (Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.

4’ - 0” (typ)

5’ - 6” max

9’ - 0” (max)

Area of Sign
= 36 Sq ft (max)

0

Primary Gateway Sign
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Wayfinding System for Leesburg, VA

Proximity
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Gateway Sign
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Proposed Sign Elevation
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04.2
Compliance

Design Guidelines
for The Downtown & Riverfront

These Design Guidelines identify the character of downtown
and the riverfront in Mount Holly, reinforce the existing vusual
character and protect the qualities that Mount Holly values most
in the face of change. The overriding objective of the Design
Guidelines is to ensure new development fits in well with its
surroundings. In addition, these guidelines were created with
an emphasis on siting and design conditions and priorities
supported by the community. They aim to guide the design of new
development in a manner that strengthens the identity of Mount
Holly. The community has clearly stated its desire to maintain
the small town atmosphere and qualities that have historically
characterized Mount Holly. However, it was also recognized that
new development provides the opportunity for a broader mix of
business services, residences, employment and an expanded
tax base. The Downtown and Riverfront Small Area Master Plan
recommended the development of Design Guidelines to ensure
new developments create a compact, mixed-use commercial
core that is pedestrian oriented in scale, character and function.
Several design issues and related priorities were identified
and have been incorporated into the Design Guidelines for
the downtown and riverfront areas. These Design Guidelines
respond to not only unique issues related to each area, but
also respond to the comprehensive issues associated with the
physical characteristics that define Mount Holly.

Additional Studies and Plans

For all developments of 20K sq, ft of building footprint or more,
the petitioner must provide a study by a licensed traffic engineer
addressing the impact of the new development on the city’s
existing streets and roads and offer a mitigation plan to address
all the impacts identified in the study.

Legal Adoption

The intent of the Downtown and Riverfront Design Guidelines is
to provide a baseline for quality as growth occurs. These Design
Guidelines serve as a companion to the Manual for Development
in Downtown Mount Holly (March 2005).

Quid Pro Quo

The Design Guidelines included in this document are meant to
be viewed as standards in combination with all other existing
regulations and policies. Negotiations would be allowed, if in the
form of a quid pro quo i.e. one guideline might be lessened if
another was strengthened.

Design Review Process

Design Review provides a framework for citizens and developers
to work toward achieving a better built environment through
attention given to fundamental design principles. Design Review is
intended to affect how new development can contribute positively
to Mount Holly’s contextual setting. Design guidelines offer a tool
for consistency—an alternative (or an addition to) prescriptive
zoning requirements—and will allow new development to better
respond to the distinctive character that is Mount Holly.
Prior to development, the petitioner of the property located
within the Downtown and Riverfront Area must submit written
documentation, a site survey showing all existing trees with an
18” caliper or greater, a site plan , architectural elevations, and
illustrations of proposed signage that demonstrates compliance
with these Design Guidelines. After payment by the petitioner of
a compliance review fee, a Compliance Officer will review the
plans for consistency with the Design Guidelines and make a
report and recommendation to the City Council. The Compliance
Review Fee is initially set at $2,000 or the actual costs to the City,
whichever is greater, and may be amended from time to time by
the City Council. The Compliance Review Fee is in addition to
any existing fees covering the City’s legal costs of considering
development petitions.
Development plans shall not be introduced to the City Council
unless and until the party or parties seeking development
have paid the Compliance Fee, submitted the appropriate
documentation that allows for a review by the Mount Holly staff
and the City’s Compliance Officer, and a written report evaluating
compliance with these guidelines is completed.

Mount Holly Community Planning 2006-2008:
Where does Mount Holly want to go?
01 Strategic Vision Plan
02 Market Study & Annexation Strategy Can we get there?
Where should different land uses go?
03 Gateways & Downtown Plans
What should it look like?
04 Design Guidelines
How to get started...
05 Implementation Plan
Mount Holly Community Planning 2006-2008, a collaborative effort of
City Planning Staff, a Citizen Advisory Team, the public in Mount Holly and consultants from
The Charlotte Community Design Studio, the UNC Charlotte Urban Institute, and Warren Associates
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